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Ecosystem Service: A process 

provided by the environment 

that benefits humans e.g. 

nutrient cycling (Hackett, 2010) 

Introduction 

Ecosystem Services Valuation 

Alterations to the environment affect all within it, from the birds and bees, to flora and 

fauna to even politicians, teachers, scientists, shopkeepers, bankers, truck drivers, and the rest 

of humanity. To explain the effects of these alterations on humans, the species causing the vast 

majority of changes, one has to translate the issues into a means that many in the society 

understand. This has led to describing changes in terms of costs and benefits and has steered 

both environmentalists and economists to monetize the natural world. This translation from 

environment to economics is a difficult one, and much debate exists over how to do 

successfully (Spangenberg & Settele, 2010). 

 One way humans attempt to monetize the natural world is to look at what ecosystem 

services an unaltered or minimally altered environment 

provides and what the corresponding cost would incur if 

humans had to pay to re-create that service (Hackett, 

2010).  An example of this is examining what the cost 

would be of building huge levees to manage storm surges 

when compared to keeping marsh land in place which 

disperses said surges naturally. The Millennium 

Ecosystem Assessment (2003) places these services into four categories: 1) Provisioning, 

where the service provides humans with something tangible like food 2) Regulating, such as 

flood mitigation or disease control 3) Cultural, where the benefits are recreation, spiritual, and 

generally non-material and 4) Supporting, or services which make all other services possible 

such as primary food production.  

However, trying to monetize these services quickly becomes complicated as only 

some can be created by humans, let alone bought and sold (Freeman et al., 2014). Those 

services that can be bought and sold are market goods. Services that cannot be bought or sold 

are called non-market goods, and therefore have non-market value (Freeman et al., 2014; 

Spangenberg & Settele, 2010). Non-market goods encompass both ecosystems services you 

can use like clean water and recreational activities as well as aspects that are not ‘used’ 

[therefore a ‘non-use’ value] like an ecosystem’s biodiversity.  It is much more difficult to 

associate a value to a non-market good given the lack of direct monetary exchange for the 

good, and even more difficult to determine non-use value! (Alpizar et al., 2003; Hackett, 

2010; Spangenberg & Settele, 2010). However, to obtain the total economic value (TEV) of 

the environment through the ecosystem services it provides, one must factor in both market 

and non-market values (Fig. 1).  
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Non-market Valuation Methods 

The two most common techniques of determining non-market valuation are 1) to 

study past actions influenced by non-market factors in order to infer an individual’s held value 

(revealed preference) or 2) to ask people what they value (stated preference) (Alpizar et al., 

2003; Carson & Czajkowski, 2012; Hackett, 2010; Merino-Castello, 2003). 

Revealed Preference Methods  

 Revealed preference examines economic values associated with factors that cannot be 

directly bought or sold and branches off into two different paths (Fig. 2). One such way is 

through examining how much people will pay to travel to enjoy environmental recreation such 

as hiking or watersports which is aptly referred to as the ‘travel cost’ method (Hackett, 2010). 

The other way to determine revealed preferences for environmental attributes is through 

hedonic pricing. This method examines how much more someone is willing to pay for a 

market good with an environmental attribute than the same market good without that said 

attribute. An example of this is quantifying how much more a house with an ocean view is 

from a house without that view (Boxall et al., 1996: Carson & Czajkowski, 2012; Hackett, 

2010). Revealed preference methods can be vastly beneficial as they examine actual behavior 

as compared to stated preferences’ hypothetical behavior (Alpizar et al., 2003; Merino-

Castello, 2003). This means revealed preference methods cannot be used to analyze situations 

where the non-market good’s level 

has changed after the stakeholder’s 

behavior happened (Carson & 

Czajkowski, 2012).  In other words, 

revealed preference can capture a 

moment in time but cannot be used to 

infer. If a house is bought before a 

power plant is placed beside it, a 

researcher can no longer use that cost 

for hedonic pricing of the view as 

something major has changed. Revealed preference methods also are unable to measure the 

influence of non-use values.  

 

Figure 2 Revealed Preference Methods 

Figure 1 Flowchart of Total Economic 

Value 
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Stated Preference Methods 

Stated preference relies on presenting a stakeholder hypothetical scenarios to find out 

what they would favor, therefore sidestepping some of revealed preference method 

shortcomings (Alpizar et al., 2003; Carson & Czajkowski, 2012; Hackett, 2010). As stated 

preference techniques can examine changes in non-market good levels along with the 

influence of non-use values, it has become the principle economic method for measuring non-

market goods over the past twenty years (Alpizar et al., 2003). 

Given the advantages of asking stakeholders what they prefer rather than directly 

observing those preferences, the techniques used to ask and infer stakeholder preferences have 

been crucial to recognize, examine, and refine (Adamowicz, et al. 1998; Carson & Louviere, 

2011; Carson & Czajkowski, 2012). Merino-Castello (2003) developed a flowchart of the 

different types of stated preference valuation techniques (Fig. 3).  

 
Figure 3 Branches of Stated Preference Methods (Merino-Castello, 2003).  

Stated preference elicitation techniques, have common threads among them. For 

example, all of these methods may be done via in person interviews, which are able to go very 

in-depth and ensure the respondent is well informed on the matter. The consequence of this 

approach is the large amount of resources needed to do the interviews successfully including 

time and human capital. As these resources are valuable, and therefore expensive, the in 

person interview approach often results in a smaller number of respondents and thus reduces 

statistical power.  Alternative approaches include mailed or online surveys which reach a 

much larger audience, which may result in a larger sample size (Berg, et al., 2016). However, 

the participation rate can be low from these approaches, and ensuring the respondents are well 

enough informed is a challenge (Carson, et al., 2000; Hoehn, 1987). Similarly, one must be 

sure not to overwhelm the participant with information as such an overload may cause 

participants to answer with values that are either greater or less than what they are actually 

willing to pay for the ecosystem service in question (Carson, et al. 2000).  Finally, critics of 
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stated preference argue that since participants are only saying what they prefer they may be 

overestimating their actual preferences or may be engaging in strategic behavior to influence 

the outcome of the experiment (Carson, et al., 2000). Table 1 below offers a description of 

commonly used stated preference elicitation methods and the corresponding strengths and 

weaknesses of each. 
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Table 1 Individual Stated Preference Techniques 

Methodology Participant Task Advantages Disadvantages 

Discrete Choice  

Experiment 

To select their most desirable 

scenario from a range of 

options, where one option is 

'no change' 1, 5 

Able to obtain a lot of 

information from the 

sample, and increases the 

efficiency of estimates 4  

Unable to discern the 

strength or order of 

participants’ preferences 

toward alternatives that 

are not first choice 1, 2 

  Can infer marginal rate of 

substitution between non-

monetary attributes 4, 5 

 

Contingent 

 Ranking 

To order scenarios based on 

preference; often includes a 

status quo option 1, 5 

Can be taken as a choice 

experiment (Rank 1 chosen 

against Rank 2; Rank 2 

chosen again Rank 3 ect.) 

thus can get more statistical 

information and tighter 

confidence intervals 5 

Great cognitive difficulty 

when ranking scenarios 

that have many levels of 

attributes 5 

  Hypothesized  to decrease 

protest responses as it is 

easy for participants to 

show indifferent 8 

Some studies have found 

participants' choices to be 

inconsistent across the 

ranks, particularly lower 

ranks have less reliability 5 

Contingent 

 Rating 

To classify scenarios 

individually along a scale such 

as 0-10 or 0-100 5 

With respondents rating 

scenarios where there are 

varying attributes at 

varying levels, researchers 

can examine the tradeoffs 

made to estimate the utility 

of different attributes 8 

Converting ratings into 

utilities requires massive 

assumptions 5 

  Hypothesized to decrease 

protest responses as it is 

easy for participants to 

show indifferent 8 

 

Contingent 

 Valuation 

To determine whether the 

amount they are willing to pay 

OR amount they are willing to 

accept compensation for a 

change in the level of a 

scenario 4 

Can get explicit WTP 

/WTA from respondents 

without modeling 8 

Relies strictly on the 

information provided to 

the participant about the 

change in environmental 

aspect 6 

  Provides easiest way to 

examine non-use values 

Contingent valuation 

surveys are complex to 

create, and when done 

poorly result in unreliable 

WTP/WTA values 2, 7  

1 Merino-Castello 

2003 

2 Carson et al 2000 3 Carson & Louviere 2011 4 Alpizar et al ., 2001 

5 Hanley et al., 

2001 

6 Boxall et al. 1996 7 Hackett, 2010 8 Bateman et al., 2006 
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Deliberative Valuation Methods 

More recently, researchers have begun utilizing group thinking and deliberation in 

eliciting environmental values. Referred to as deliberative valuation, this method emphasizes 

discussion and debate between participants to assess the value, ranking, or rating of different 

environmental prospects (Garmendia & Gamboa, 2012; Murphy et al., 2017). This approach 

helps to tease out latent and social values, engage participants in knowledge sharing, and 

strives to reach a consensus among the group (Garmendia & Gamboa, 2012; Mavrommati et 

al., 2017; Proctor & Drechsler, 2003; Randhir & Shriver 2009). Mavrommati et al. (2017) 

argue that this method also fosters conflict resolution early in the policy-making process and 

helps to ensure that the decided action is more palatable to the community it serves. Table 2 

describes different deliberative valuation methods along with their corresponding strengths 

and weaknesses.  

Table 2 Deliberative Method Techniques 

Deliberative 

Methods 

Participant Task Strengths Weaknesses 

Deliberative 

Attribute 

Prioritization 

Procedure (DAPP) 

Participant groups are given binary 

scenario options and are asked to 

deliberate and choose the more 

preferred option1 

Not mentally taxing 

for the group 

 

Like paired 

comparison, very 

time consuming1 

Allows for information 

exchange between 

participants1 

Deliberative 

Monetary 

Valuation (DMV) 

Participants are presented with a 

hypothetical/proposed 

environmental change. They then are 

asked to discuss, share information, 

and raise their concerns. The 

outcome is a vote or consensus over 

willingness-to-pay or willingness-to-

accept over the environmental 

change2 

Combines economic 

and political 

processes2 

Process may not be 

statistically 

representative 

 

Process relies on 

communication 

skills of the 

participants2 

 

Deliberative Multi-

Criteria Evaluation 

(DMCE) 

Participants are presented with 

information regarding the scenarios 

they are being asked to consider. 

Next, participants are placed into 

groups to discuss their concerns and 

values surrounding the scenarios. 

They try to come to consensus as to 

what they value. 3 

Information exchange 

is encouraged between 

both the experts and 

participants as well as 

the participants 

themselves 

Challenging to 

convey expert’s 

knowledge to 

people without 

scientific 

backgrounds 

Is a structured method3 The process is time 

consuming3 

1) Randhir & 

Shriver, 2009 
2) Lo, Y. H., 2011 3) Mavrommati et al., 

2017 
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The basic steps of the deliberative valuation process are as follows. First, the 

researchers running the deliberative valuation group present participants with information 

surrounding the environmental attribute they are assessing (Proctor & Drechsler, 2003). 

Researchers then charge the participants to confer about some objective, such as ‘which 

hypothetical scenario will be best overall?’ or ‘what do you believe can be done about this 

issue?’ (Randhir & Shriver, 2009). These participants are then presented with many different 

scenarios or boundaries that proposed solutions must adhere (Proctor & Drechsler, 2003; 

Randhir & Shriver 2009). From there the participants deliberate over which factors are most 

important (Garmendia & Gamboa, 2012; Mavrommati et al. 2017; Proctor & Drechsler, 

2003). This deliberation process happens over the course of several hours to several days 

depending on the resources available and the issue under consideration (Lo, 2011; 

Rauschmayer & Wittmer, 2006). Deliberative valuation methods end with either consensus or 

stalemate (Lo, 2011; Mavrommati et al. 2017). Consensus may be defined different ways, 

such as majority vote, unanimous vote, or other definition as agreed beforehand (Kaner 2011). 

Methods of deliberative valuation have common themes of strengths and weaknesses. 

A notable ability of deliberative valuation is how it fosters social learning (Garmendia & 

Gamboa, 2012; Mavrommati et al. 2017; Rauschmayer & Wittmer, 2006). Given the focus on 

discussion, ideas and knowledge are able to travel between participants allowing for more 

informed decisions. However, this social learning does take time, and can make the length of 

these sessions costly (Mavrommati et al. 2017; Proctor & Drechsler, 2003; Rauschmayer & 

Wittmer, 2006). Given the time commitment needed to participate in a deliberative valuation 

sessions there is concern that many of the members of the population will be unable to attend 

thus restricting the test population to a non-representative sample of the whole (Niemeyer & 

Spash, 2001; Mavrommati et al. 2017; Vatn, 2009). However, unlike surveying individuals, it 

may be harder for deliberative valuation participants to engage in strategic behavior/ 

manipulation given the communication between participants and experts (Niemeyer & Spash, 

2001), though some research suggests it has no affect (Irwin, 2001; Chilvers, 2008).  

What may be deliberative valuation’s greatest strength is its ability to be a democratic 

process that more closely resembles the realities of most societies (Lo, 2011). Participants do 

not make decisions as individual actors, but rather as citizens answering for the betterment of 

society often referred to as ‘the common good’ (Vargas et al., 2017). This does not, however, 

mean the process is intuitive and equitable; participants may not discuss issues in a way that is 

fair to all participants. The thinking as set forth by Wilson & Howarth (2002) is that fair 

outcomes are a result of a fair process, and to ensure a fair process rules need to be 

established.  Therefore, Wilson & Howarth (2002) set forth the following guidelines: 
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1. Each participant would be allowed to participate in discourse. 

2. Each participant would be allowed to place issues on the agenda. 

3. Each would be allowed to introduce his or her own assessment of an 

ecosystem good or service. 

4. Each would be allowed to express their own attitudes, needs and 

preferences for an ecosystem good or service. 

5. No speaker would be hindered by external compulsion or pressure. 

6. The goal of discourse would be to reach a consensus value among the 

participants. 

 These procedures help to establish a protocol for democratic deliberative discussion 

that ensures the process is fair to all participants. Also, abiding by these guidelines helps to 

ensure replicability in the research (Wilson & Howarth, 2002; Vargas et al., 2017).  

Environmental Valuation Comparison  

Despite the routine use of environmental valuation by researchers, politicians, and 

stakeholders alike, there has been concern that the methods of determining total environmental 

value may not be consistent. Some researchers believe that different methodological 

approaches result in different values obtained, skewing the results to show either higher or 

lower ranking of environmental outcomes than a stakeholder actually has toward an ecosystem 

service (Bateman et al., 2005; Boxall et al. 1996; Stevens et al., 2000).  Much research has 

been focused around this question, and results have fallen on both sides of the spectrum of 

statistical significance.  

Some of the first research comparing environmental valuation methods concurred that 

different methods led to different values from participants.  Boxall et al. (1996) experimented 

using both survey questions and choice experiments on the same group of participants, only to 

find that willingness to pay values elicited by survey questions were twenty times higher than 

choice experiment responses. They concluded that this was probably due to participants 

ignoring substitute options. When conjoint analysis, a choice based approach where each 

attribute making up the scenario/product being valued is set a varying levels, and the 

contingent valuation method were compared using identical questions, participants’ 

willingness to pay (WTP) differed greatly with the conjoint analysis method resulting in a 

higher WTP (Stevens et al., 2000). They went on to caution researchers about the design and 

interpretation of experiments, citing the sensitivity in results of the different methods.  

Similarly, other research found that contingent ranking had greater response rates as well as 

higher WTP than contingent valuation surveys (Bateman et al., 2005).  

Conversely, many studies have shown that different stated preference methodologies 

can result in similar elicited values. Further research has shown that contingent ranking and 

contingent valuation result in the same WTP as long as the changes in environment value are 
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identical (Siikamaki & Layton, 2007).  In comparing the methods of two choice contingent 

valuation and choice experiment while looking at waste management in Macao, Jin et al. 

(2006) found the values elicited by both methods to be consistent. Christie & Azevedo (2009) 

compared choice experiments and contingent valuation methodologies while studying the 

WTP for improved water quality and found no statistical differences in the values obtained. 

This debate is still ongoing; just this past year a research group in Quebec (He et al. 2016) 

examined whether choice experiments and contingent valuation surveys result in the same 

values elicited. Their findings were that these methods do result in the same WTP values. 

 Lastly, there has been research into the study of individual versus collective valuation. 

Classical economic theory states researchers can survey, gather, and aggregate values held by 

individuals to obtain the overall values of the population (Kenter, 2014). However, some 

argue that aggregating fails to capture values that surface during group deliberation such as 

shared and cultural values (Kenter et al., 2016). Researchers comparing individual and 

collective methods of valuation have come to conflicting results. Álvarez-Farizo & Hanley 

(2006) determined “that moving from individual views to collective/citizen views produced 

changes in both values and preferences”. However, they reasoned this could be due to 

increased knowledge or more time spent considering the issue. Yet in a following study, 

Álvarez-Farizo et al. (2007) determined that between individuals acting in either self-interest 

or collective-interest there was “little evidence to support significant differences in these two 

aspects of value”. They reasoned that the only thing to change a respondent’s value was that 

respondent’s motivation. These contradictory findings, along with a lack of additional 

literature, show the need for further study.  

Research Questions Posed  

 It is clear that people value the benefits they reap from ecosystem services, however 

without asking it cannot be known which services are valued over others. Without knowing 

what ecosystem services are most valued, policy makers are unable to make decisions that 

hold true to the values of their constituents. In essence, if policy makers do not know whether 

their constituents care more about changes in recreating, changes in scenic views, changes in 

water costs, or changes in any other ecosystem service they are unable to allocate resources to 

correctly correspond to what their constituents want.  

 This in turn leads to the obvious importance of valuing ecosystem services genuinely, 

without overestimating or underestimating the value each service provides. Clearly, it is 

imperative that researchers utilize the best methodologies to measure the value of ecosystem 

services in order to avoid poor estimations of value. However in light of the literature gaps 

mentioned above and concerns over validity of methodologies, research is needed to examine 

if individual responses differed from group deliberative responses. This work set to do this 

through addressing the following questions:  

1. How are ecosystem services valued by workshop participants in the Great Bay 

Watershed, and which ecosystem service do participants most prefer?  

2. Do participants’ values change on an individual contingent ranking survey after group 

deliberation?  

3. Do participants’ values change on an individual contingent rating survey after group 

deliberation?  
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Methods 

Study Site 

 The Great Bay Estuary of New Hampshire (Fig. 4) is one of only 28 estuaries of 

national significance in the United States of America (Trowbridge et al., 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 The Great Bay is roughly 9 square miles of water surface area at high tide 

(Fig. 5) and the overarching “Great Bay Estuary” includes the bay and surrounding 

marshlands. The Great Bay Estuary boasts high biodiversity with oysters, lobsters, clams river 

herring, crabs, a plethora of bird species, eelgrass, and a variety of fish (Bolster, 2002; Mills, 

2009). Not surprisingly, this has attracted humans to the area and current archeological 

evidence suggests humans have been calling the area around the Great Bay home for over 

11,000 years (Bolster, 2002; Mills, 2009). When Europeans arrived to Great Bay in the early 

1600s, the area turned from sustenance hunting and gathering to commercialization, the bay 

and its surrounding areas were quickly exploited for natural resources. Logging, fishing, 

agriculture, textile industries, shipbuilding, and shipping began without much regulation and 

had a devastating cost for the ecosystem (Bolster, 2002; Mills 2009). Through stronger 

environmental regulation on the use of Great Bay and surrounding areas, the ecosystem has 

made strides towards recovery (Bolster, 2002). Today the Great Bay estuary supports both 

commercial activities such as oystering and shipping as well as recreational activities such as 

boating, hiking, and birding (Mills, 2009).  

 

Figure 4 Aerial View of the Great Bay Estuary (I, n.d.).  
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Yet the Great Bay estuary is again facing an ecological threat, and it is again due to 

human activity. The estuary’s headwaters flow from a 1,000 square mile watershed which 

encompasses over 50 municipalities supporting 400,000 people in New Hampshire and Maine, 

with future population increases likely (Mills, 2009). Population increases have brought 

additional environmental pressures to the area that degrade water quality including higher uses 

of road salt, more septic systems, increased flow to wastewater treatment facilities, more 

impervious surfaces (Trowbridge et al., 2010; Mills, 2009). This has led to increased water 

Figure 5 The Great Bay Estuary  
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cloudiness (turbidity), increased salt content (salinity), and most concerning is a significant 

increase in concentration of non-point source nitrogen (N). As N rises in a waterbody, it acts 

as a fertilizer and causes major algae growth. An increase in algae will decrease the amount of 

oxygen in the water, and decrease the amount of light that reaches the bottom layers of the 

waterbody. These factors are leading to noncompliance with the Clean Water Act and are 

disrupting the Great Bay Estuary ecosystem (Trowbridge et al., 2010; Trowbridge et al. 2013).  

In order to resolve the N problem, regulators are looking at ways to reduce the amount 

of N that ends up in the water. Most comes from nonpoint sources, or from places that cannot 

be pinpointed such as fertilizer on private lawns (Trowbridge et al., 2010; Trowbridge et al. 

2013). With that in mind it is easy to see how point sources or places known to contribute N 

would be easier to regulate. Therefore, regulators are looking at upgrading wastewater 

treatment facilities (WWTF) in the Great Bay Watershed as WWTF contribute 27% of all N 

into the water (Trowbridge et al., 2010). Municipalities are against this regulation and have 

sued against claiming it is too high of an expense. Given that upgrading all the facilities could 

take over half a billion dollars and increase annual costs to maintain the upgrades, 

(Trowbridge et al., 2010), the project requires a cost benefit analysis under Executive Order 

12866, dictating the process for projects over $100 million (U.S. EPA, 2010). Furthermore, 

the current EPA regulations stem from Executive Order 13563 which states that regulation 

must “...take into account benefits and costs, both quantitative and qualitative” and ensures 

that the public have a space for commentary on new regulation (U.S.A. EPA, 2010). As the 

Great Bay Watershed already needs these actions, it is logical to complete these analyses 

while also testing the hypothesis of different valuation methods resulting in different values 

obtained.  

Workshop Structure 

 This research fell under a much larger project titled “Assessing the contribution of 

small streams to use and non-use water quality values using modeling, stakeholder 

participation, and decision theory” funded by research grant EPA-G2015-STAR-A1. This 

work involved nearly a dozen researchers from Dartmouth College, Duke University, 

University of New Hampshire, University of Massachusetts-Boston, and Plymouth State 

University.  The objectives of this EPA project are: 

1. Relate the outputs of a spatially-distributed biogeochemical river network model to 

water quality attributes, including ecosystem services, that people recognize and 

fundamentally value. 

2. Structure and elicit the multiattribute value judgments of upstream and downstream 

water resource users and non-users in a way that accounts for the many contributors to 

value and the complex tradeoffs among them. 

3. Translate multiattribute value judgments into transferable estimates of willingness-to-

pay and willingness-to-accept-compensation for changes in water quality. 

 EPA-G2015-STAR-A1 objective 2 and the goals of methods comparison set forth in 

this study were able to be done simultaneously and complete the third of four phases of this 

project. Thus, it was decided to recruit citizens living within the Great Bay Watershed for day-

long workshops to elicit values pertaining to ecosystem services. Each workshop was 

designed to have 18 participants in order to have three groups of six, with the overall aim 

being to have four workshops across the watershed.  
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The first task for the participants would be to learn about the ecosystem services they 

were going to be evaluating from two experts; the ecosystem services under evaluation were 

Swimming, Flood Mitigation, River Health, and Water Quality cost. These ecosystem services 

were chosen to represent the four categories listed in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 

(2003), as well as being relatable to the participants. Swimming is a recreational value which 

falls under the ‘cultural’ umbrella, and it was measured in summer days that do not have an E. 

coli advisory. E. coli advisories for New Hampshire are issued when two or more samples 

have 88 counts OR one sample has more than 158 counts of the bacterium E. coli in 100ml of 

water (Water Division NHDES, 2018).  Flood mitigation is a regulating ecosystem service. It 

was measured by the likelihood (percentage increase) that a rainy spring could result in a 100 

year flood.  

Next was River Health, a measure of biodiversity, and therefore a supporting 

ecosystem service. It was derived by determining the amount of pollution-sensitive aquatic 

insects in the river network. The measurement is called EPT as the insects under consideration 

were of the Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera orders. The supply of good Water 

Quality is a provisioning ecosystem service; however the researchers believed it was 

important for the process to have one ecosystem service translated into a payment vehicle. 

Therefore, the service was tied to what participants would have to pay in order to ensure the 

water being supplied was of good drinking quality and was measured in U.S. dollars. Before 

these workshops, separate modeling exercises were done to determine how these ecosystem 

services would be affected under different management options by using a Bayesian Network 

(BN) approach, Water Balance Model approach, and utilizing a report by the New England 

Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission (NEIWPCC) of expected increased costs 

(cost, 2006). Participants were instructed that changes in each ecosystem service category 

would not affect the other categories; reality was suspended so that if there was an increase in 

E.Coli it would not affect Water Quality cost. Finally all changes were put forth as happening 

over the next 15-20 years.  

 Next, participants learned about the technique they were to use to evaluate the 

ecosystem services valued called the Reverse Swing Weighting Method (RSW). RSW is a 

modified version of the Swing Weighting Method (Schuwirth et al., 2012).  In the typical 

Swing Method scenarios are created where all traits up for participant consideration are set to 

their ‘worst’ levels, and from there one trait is “swung” to its’ best level. Participants then 

score how acceptable each scenario is, either through ranking or rating. These scores show 

which attribute caused the greatest difference and are how researchers infer the weight of 

these preferences (Mavrommati et al., 2017; Schuwirth et al., 2012; Weber et al., 1988). 

Unlike its’ predecessor, RSW involves setting all ecosystem services to their ‘best’ levels and 

moving one service to the ‘worst’ level, after which the participant would score the scenario. 

Just like the Swing Method, it is from these scores that the weights of value are determined. 

RSW and the Swing Method share the benefit of only having to explain the best and worst 

values to participants rather than incremental values or the underlying value functions 

(Mavrommati et al., 2017). RSW is superior to the Swing Method when the scenarios that 

would have to occur to make the Swing Method possible (e.g. where each attribute starts at 

its’ worst possible level) are improbable or unrealistic (Schuwirth et al., 2012). However, 

important to note is that through the RSW method, the scenario where the attribute that is 

most important to participants changes should score the lowest. This is because attributes 

change to their worst levels in RSW, and if the thing participants’ care for the most changes 

negatively it should not be preferred.  
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The PowerPoint explanation of the Reverse Swing Weighting Method that was taught 

to participants can be found in Appendix A. It uses the premise of buying a new car as a way 

to teach the RSW method in order to not influence participants’ thinking of ecosystem 

services. After the explanation of RSW method, participants filled out a similar car themed 

practice survey utilizing the method in order to ensure that the individual completely 

understood the task at hand (Appendix B). Once the participants felt comfortable with the 

survey set up, they were then given the experimental survey (full survey in Appendix C, 

Cocheco chart of ranking and rating in Fig. 6) to fill out with their own individual preferences. 

Upon completion, the group would break for lunch. 

 

After lunch, participants were broken into small groups of six where they met the 

facilitator and learned about the deliberative process. The group was then tasked with 

discussing their answers to try and come to a consensus of where each scenario would fall. 

This was aided through the use of a 0-100 measurement stick (Fig. 7) along with scenario 

cards (Fig. 8) so that participants could visually see where each scenario would fall relative to 

the other scenarios.  Once a consensus was reached, or a stalemate decided, the small groups 

would come together and explain to the larger group what was decided and why. Following 

this, the participants would fill out the experimental survey as individuals once again. Final 

remarks would be made by the researchers, and the workshop would conclude. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 The 0-100 stick used in deliberative groups 

Figure 6 Cocheco subwatershed specific experimental survey chart  
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Hypotheses Posed 

 To understand how the four ecosystem services (Swimming, Flood Mitigation, River 

Health, and Water Quality) are valued by participants, it first needs to be determined if there is 

a difference at all between the ecosystem services. Thus the null hypothesis is: 

H01 Participants value all ecosystem services equally.  

 Recent research described by Mavrommati et al. (2017) and Murphy et al. (2017) 

showed that participants’ values changed on an individual ranking survey after group 

deliberation. Before deliberation rankings were varied among participants. After placed into 

groups and tasked with coming to a consensus, most groups were able to find agreement. 

When the participants were given the individual survey again after deliberation, their rankings 

were more similar to their group rankings than the first individual survey. It is believed that 

this research will result in similar findings. This leads to the null hypothesis: 

H02: Participants individual ranking values will not change after deliberation. 

However, the research described by Mavrommati et al. (2017) and Murphy et al. 

(2017) did not examine how rating values change through deliberation. The belief is that if 

ranking values change then rating values will change as well, and that the rankings will also 

display convergence after deliberation. Therefore the null hypothesis is: 

H03: Participants individual rating values will not change after deliberation.  

Figure 8 Cocheco subwatershed scenario cards used in deliberative valuation  
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Test Workshop 

 In keeping with standard practices, the next step in the process was to host a ‘test’ 

workshop in order to ensure the tasks were clear and that the logistics ran smoothly (Lennox et 

al., 2010).  It was decided that the test workshop would be held at the University of 

Massachusetts-Boston campus, where four participants attended.  This gave the ecosystem 

service experts an audience to practice their presentations with and clarified where points of 

confusion were. Additionally, it provided the space for the researchers to enact Wilson & 

Howarth’s six step procedures for ensuring fair outcomes of deliberation mentioned above 

(2002).  

The test workshop did not reveal any major changes that needed to be made to the 

protocol, but proved useful in hammering out some of the finer details that are often not 

thought of in the planning stages. This included how to phrase key concepts and what graphics 

actually made comprehension easiest on the participants. Additionally, through the test 

workshop researchers gained a better understanding of how to reduce cognitive burden on the 

participants by stacking the surveys in the order which they were to be filled out and to make 

labels larger on the surveys. Furthermore through participating in the test workshop the expert 

witnesses, facilitators, and researchers will have familiarity with the setup and schedule of 

events which should make the Great Bay workshops run more smoothly.  

Watershed Workshops 

 For the study workshops, two sub-watersheds of the Great Bay Watershed were 

chosen: the Cocheco watershed (Fig. 9) and the Lamprey watershed (Fig10). These 

watersheds are the two greatest contributors of nitrogen (N) into the Great Bay Estuary at 291 

tons N/y (46% stemming from their wastewater treatment facilities-WWTF) and 190 tons N/y 

respectively (35% of which was from the WWTF (PREP, 2013; Trowbridge et al., 2010). 

Currently the human land use, which includes both agricultural and developed land, is 17% of 

the total land area of the Cocheco and 12% of the total land area of the Lamprey. These 

percentages are expected to rise with the hypothesized increase in population, which in turn 

will likely contribute even more nonpoint source nitrogen into the Great Bay on top of the 

increased point source pollution from WWTF (Trowbridge, 2010).  To combat any increase of 

N into the system, management options and regulations will have to be put into place. As 

regulations are often more palatable when citizens are involved with the process and express 

their values (Mavrommati et al., 2017), it is in the community’s best interest to start discussing 

what its values are.    
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Figure 9 The Cocheco Watershed by NH Dept. of Environmental Services  
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Figure 10 The Lamprey Watershed by NH Dept. of Environmental Services  
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Participant Recruitment 

While setting up the test workshops, other members of the EPA STAR team focused 

their efforts on recruitment for the Great Bay workshops. Focusing on the sub-watersheds 

mentioned above, a targeted approach of recruitment was tried. Utilizing Global Information 

Systems (GIS), potential participants were identified based on the following attributes:  

 Whether an upstream or downstream user 

 Watershed lived in 

 Town lived in 

 Watershed knowledge 

 Income 

 Age 

 Formal education 

The goal was to ensure participants were geospatially diverse, had differing levels of 

knowledge pertaining to the watersheds, and were from a range of sociodemographic 

backgrounds. Further information regarding this tactic of potential participant identification 

and recruitment can be found in El-Naboulsi et al. (in preparation). Despite best efforts, this 

method did not produce the number of participants needed for the workshops and a new 

approach had to be implemented.  

Fortunately, the Survey Center of the University of New Hampshire services through 

this research’s study area. For the past 40 years, the Center has conducted survey research for 

a variety of clients including nonprofits, private businesses, stated and federal agencies, as 

well as university researchers. Most pertinent to this team was that the Survey Center collects 

information on whether past survey participants would be interested in future research 

opportunities. Given that the Survey Center conducts between 40-50 major projects a year, it 

has a large database to work with. As the people on this list already showed a willingness to 

participate in future research, it was decided to utilize the Survey Center for recruiting for the 

workshops (Survey, 2017). The script created for participant recruitment through the Survey 

Center can be found in Appendix D. 

All told, 104 residents were invited to participate in the workshop. Of those invited, 

45 total participants attended the four workshops held in March 2018. The Cocheco sub-

watersheds workshops had 22 participants across the two days, resulting in two deliberation 

groups each day for a total of four groups. Similarly, the Lamprey sub-watershed workshops 

had 23 participants across the two days, again resulting in two deliberation groups per day for 

a total of four groups. Each deliberation group had between five and six participants, with the 

goal to have one group represent upstream users while the other group represented 

downstream users. The groups were supplied with a flip chart, markers, cards displaying each 

scenario, and a measurement stick for point distribution. For their participation, workshop 

attendees received a light breakfast, lunch, travel cost reimbursement, and $100.  

Workshop Analysis 

Rank Analysis 

 To examine changes in the rank of scenarios among participants both standard 

deviation and Kendall rank correlation coefficients were used. Standard deviation was 

calculated within groups and averaged across ecosystem services. This was to show the 
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amount of disagreement within the group. Standard deviation was also calculated between 

members of each group for particular scenarios, and that was averaged together to give the 

standard deviation of each scenario. By calculating this, the ecosystem services which had the 

most disagreement could be seen. 

 Kendall rank correlation coefficients are a nonparametric test used to measure the 

ordinal association between two quantities This was measured between participant’s 

predeliberation rankings and their group’s deliberative rankings (τ pre) as well as participant’s 

postdeliberation ranking and their group’s deliberative rankings (τ post). From there, τ post - τ pre 

was calculated to determine if and how much of a convergence happened through the 

deliberative process (Murphy et al. 2017). When τ is closer to -1, there is a conflicting 

association, close to 0 means there is no association, and closer to 1 means a similarity in 

association.  

Weight Analysis  

 In order to analyze the rating scores of ecosystem service, the points must first be 

aggregated into weights Weighting the data shows the relative importance of each scenario 

when compared to the other scenarios, e.g. are proportional (Schuwirth et al., 2012). The 

equation for this given in Mavrommati et al (2017) is as follows where wi is the weight, si is 

the score between 0 and 100 of the particular scenario in question, and n is the number of 

attributes under consideration: 

𝑤𝑖 =  
100 − 𝑠𝑖

∑ (100 − 𝑠𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1

 

 These weights would be calculated using Survey A ratings, the group deliberative 

ratings, and the Survey B ratings in order to show the spread of weights across both groups 

and scenarios. It is important to note that unlike the allocation of points in the Reverse Swing 

Weighting method, the higher the weight the more important the ecosystem service is to the 

participant. In the Reverse Swing Weighting method, the higher number of points meant the 

scenario was less preferred by the participant.  
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Results 

Test Workshop 

 The test workshop had four participants, and therefore only one group. On the whole, 

the test workshop resulted in unexpected outcomes. As seen in Table 3, the standard deviation 

increased for two of the four scenarios in this exercise. If participants’ values were 

converging, the standard deviation among the postdeliberation responses would be smaller 

than the standard deviation of the predeliberation responses. The Kendall rank correlations 

(Table 4) showed no relationship between the predeliberation and postdeliberation. As the 

averaged difference between the postdeliberation survey and the predeliberation survey is 0, 

the deliberation did not lead to the converging of values.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given there was only one group, the weights grouped by scenario rather than group 

numbers. This showed how each individual participant valued the scenarios before 

deliberation (Fig. 11). As Fig. 11 show, the participants show both areas of agreement and 

discordance. For example, the participants give roughly the same score to decreased 

Swimming days and lower Flood Mitigation also scored highly. However, there is an outlier 

for decreased River Health where one participant gave it a much greater weight than the other 

three. The remaining scenario, worst Water Quality cost, had two participants give it a much 

higher weight than the other two participants.  

Table 4 Kendall rank correlations of test workshop participants  

Participant τ pre τ post τ post - τ pre 

1 1 1 0 

2 -0.33 0 0.33 

3 0.67 0.33 -0.34 

4 1 1 0 

Average 0.58 0.58 0 

Table 3 Standard deviation of test participant's responses across each scenario  

Scenario- Ecosystem 

Service at Worst Level

Before 

Deliberation

After 

Deliberation Change

B- Swimming 0.00 0.50 0.50

C- Flood Mitigation 0.58 1.00 0.42

D- River Health 1.50 1.00 -0.50

E- Water Quality Cost 1.26 1.26 0.00
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The test workshop’s deliberative weights (Fig. 12) are roughly what the average of the 

Survey A responses turned out to be. Survey A had the Swimming scenario’s average weight 

to be 0.15. The deliberative weight for this scenario was 0.18. The Flood Mitigation scenario 

had an average predeliberation weight of 0.42, and a deliberative weight of 0.46. The worst 

River Health scenario had an average weight of 0.13 across the participants in Survey A, and a 

deliberative weight of 0.11. Lastly, Water Quality had an average predeliberation weight of 

0.30, and a deliberative weight of 0.25.  

Participant’s Survey B responses, however, showed an increase in weight for two 

services while the other two remained near constant (Fig. 13).  The Swimming scenario had an 

average weight of 0.24, much greater than the Survey A average of 0.15 or the deliberative 

weight of 0.18. The Flood Mitigation scenario had a postdeliberation weight of 0.41, nearly 

the same its average weight in Survey A of 0.42 and worst River Health stayed exactly the 
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Figure 11 Participant’s Weighted Value of Scenarios  

Figure 12 Deliberative Weights of Test Workshop  
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Table 5 Participant Characteristics  

Table 6 Group Size vs Usable Responses  

Group #

Originial # of 

Participants

# of Usable 

Responses

1 5 3

2 6 4

3 5 4

4 6 4

5 6 6

6 6 6

7 5 5

8 6 6
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same as its predeliberation score of 0.13. The worst Water Quality scenario in Survey B 

showed a 0.05 increase from Survey A, but a .10 increase from its deliberative score of 0.25.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Watershed Workshop 

 Overall, 45 individuals participated in the 

watershed workshops. Table 5 lays out the demographic 

breakdown of the participants. Most participants were 

50 or older, and most (58%) were upstream users. The 

majority (58%) were men. Sixteen towns were 

represented, however 60% of participants came from 

just three towns: Dover, Durham, and Lee.  

Of the 45 participants, six had errors in their 

surveys (either incomplete individual points, or 

recording opposing ranks and points) leaving 39 usable 

individual responses across the eight groups. Table 6 

shows how many participants were in each group 

originally versus how many usable responses came 

from that group.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Participant's Weighted Value of Scenarios  
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Before Deliberation 

 The results of Survey A, showed that the participants had many varying responses as 

to which ecosystem services, and therefore which scenarios, were the most important. Of the 

39 Survey A responses three saw a decrease in Swimming days as the least preferred scenario, 

while 11 responded that a decrease in swimming days would be the most preferable overall. 

One person saw the lowering of Flood Mitigation as the least preferable scenario while 13 

people ranked it as the most preferable scenario. A decrease in River Health was the least 

preferred scenario for 18 participants, and the most preferred for four participants. An increase 

in the cost to maintain Water Quality was the least preferred scenario for 17 respondents, 

while 11 participants saw it as the most preferable scenario.  

Survey A’s average standard deviation among group participants averaged across all 

scenarios, Table 7, was high at 0.96. Five groups (groups 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,) were in great 

disagreement, having over a 1.0 standard deviation. Group 1 had the lowest standard deviation 

at 0.58.   

 

When analyzing for Kendall coefficients between Survey A and the deliberation 

values   (τ pre, Table 8) the average coefficient came to 0.22 meaning that the ranks were on the 

whole more unrelated. Standing out, however, is Group 1 for showing a relatively high 

Kendall coefficient of 0.56.  

 

Group

Before 

Deliberation

After 

Deliberation Change

1 0.58 0 -0.58

2 1.05 0.61 -0.44

3 1.05 0 -1.05

4 1.07 0.56 -0.52

5 1.11 1.09 -0.02

6 0.92 0.53 -0.39

7 0.89 0.94 0.05

8 1.04 1.03 -0.01

Average 0.96 0.595 -0.37

Table 7 Standard deviations between members of each group in 

scenario rankings averaged across all scenarios 
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Table 8 Kendall correlations between individual rankings and 

deliberative rankings, averaged by group  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before deliberation, the average weights of the scenarios range greatly within each 

group (Fig. 14), though some general trends were seen when looking at the groups’ averaged 

weights when broken out by scenario (Fig. 15). Generally, River Health was valued the most 

with an average weight of 0.33 trailed by Water Quality at 0.29. Swimming was the third most 

valued at an average weight of 0.20, and Flood Mitigation barely came in last at an average 

weight of 0.19. 

 

 

 

 

 

Group τ pre τ post τ post - τ pre 

1 0.56 1.00 0.44 

2 0.08 0.33 0.25 

3 0.17 1.00 0.83 

4 0.26 0.77 0.51 

5 0.00 0.33 0.33 

6 0.17 0.78 0.61 

7 0.22 0.53 0.31 

8 0.33 0.33 0.00 

Average 0.22 0.63 0.41 
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Given that this research focused on the interaction within groups, rather than between 

groups, a subset population, Group 8, as individuals like in the test workshop (Fig. 16). Group 

8 was chosen as it most reflected the average characteristics of all workshop participants 

besides being downstream users (Table 5). It had six participants, three male and three female, 

all with usable responses. Five of the six were 50 years of age or older, four lived in Durham, 

and they were all downstream users.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Figure 16 shows, the starting weights of all participants were quite varied in terms 

of most preferred and the strength of those preference. Four gave the highest weight to River 

Health, which is reflected by its average weight being 0.39. Flood Mitigation scored the next 

highest with an average weight of 0.25. Water Quality was third in preference with an average 

weight of 0.21. The lowest weight of Group 8 was for Swimming, at 0.15. For clarity, this 

Figure 16 Group 8 Before Deliberation Individual Weights 
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Table 9 Group Consensus Rank  

means that the group cared about River Health the most, Flood Mitigation the second most, 

Water Quality the third most, cared about Swimming the least.  

Deliberative Process 

The deliberative process itself took many forms across the groups. Once the facilitator 

explained his/her role and stepped back groups tended to take one of two routes. The first 

route was to discuss how each individual ranked the scenarios, while the second route that 

groups took was to discuss how each individual valued the separate ecosystem services. Most 

groups used the supplied flip chart, and often wrote down their different rankings there to 

visualize points of disagreements. Though no time limits were imposed, most groups finished 

their deliberation within two hours. All groups managed to reach a consensus. Each group’s 

rank consensus is listed in Table 9. 

 

Group 

 

Sub- 

Watershed Swimming 

Flood 

Mitigation River Health Water Quality 

1 Cocheco 4 2 5 3 

2 Cocheco 3 4 5 2 

3 Cocheco 3 4 5 2 

4 Cocheco 2 3 4 4 

5 Lamprey 3 4 5 2 

6 Lamprey 3 4 5 2 

7 Lamprey 4 3 5 2 

8 Lamprey 3 4 5 2 
 

Interestingly, all groups listed poor River Health as the scenario they were least 

willing to accept (Group 4 had a tie for last rank between River Health and Water Quality).  

Also surprising was that 75% of group listed an increase in cost of maintaining Water Quality 

would be what they were most willing to accept when faced with all scenarios.  Over 50% of 

all groups agreed that a decrease in the number of swimming days would be the second most 

acceptable scenario and that an increased chance of flooding would be more acceptable than a 

decrease in River Health but less acceptable than a decrease in Swimming days.   

 Beyond the ranks, the distributions of weights among the groups were very 

interesting. Shown below are the weights of all groups across the scenario options (Fig. 17). 

Visually, Group 4 stands out as it is by far the lowest weight for Swimming (a weight of 0.01) 

and the highest weight in the Water Quality scenario (0.36 weight). As seen from the rank 

data, Group 4 was also the only group to be willing to sacrifice Swimming days first, and the 

only group to be unwilling to pay more for Water Quality. This also led to the scenarios of 

decreased Swimming days and Worst Water Quality to have the highest inner scenario weight 

distribution of 0.30 each. All groups weighted River Health about the same (between 0.34-

0.44) and Flood Mitigation had a spread of 0.25 weight points. Overall the average weights for 

the scenarios across all groups were: Swimming 0.20, Flood Mitigation 0.28, River Health 

0.38, and Water Quality 0.14.  
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Looking at the weights given to each scenario within the groups shows just how much 

more each group preferred one scenario over another (Fig. 18). For example, Group 8 cared 

the most about River Health (e.g. gave it the highest weight), of any group and cared about 

Water Quality the least of any group. This is where using weights is beneficial as Group 8 

gave equal points to Water Quality as Group 5 did. However as Group 5 gave their 3rd rank 80 

points while Group 8 gave their 3rd rank 57 points, the proportionality is much different. Also, 

Groups 5 and 6 cared about Flood Mitigation nearly as much as they did about River Health. 

However Group 5 gave the scenarios 50 and 49 points respectively where Group 6 gave the 

scenarios 10 and 9 points respectively. Despite the vast point differences between the two 

groups, proportionally they are the same and thus have the same weights for these scenarios.  
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Figure 17 Deliberative Weights Across Scenarios  
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 Two of Group 8’s scenarios were close to the averaged Survey A weights, while two 

scenarios had much different weights than what was averaged in Survey A. Flood Mitigation 

had a deliberative score of 0.26, quite close to its averaged Survey A weight of 0.25. 

Similarly, the River Health scenario had a deliberative weight within .03 of its predeliberation 

score (0.44 to 0.41 respectively). However both the worst in Swimming days scenario and the 

worst Water Quality cost were much different than their deliberative scores. The Swimming 

scenario saw an increase in weight of .09 from its Survey A weight of 0.15 to its deliberative 

score of 0.24. Worst Water Quality, on the other hand, had a decrease of 0.19 from its Survey 

A weight of 0.25 to its deliberative weight of 0.06! This means that though River Health was 

still what Group 8 cared about most, now the second most important ecosystem service was 

Flood Mitigation, the third was Swimming, and the least cared about was now Water Quality 

cost.  

After Deliberation 

 Survey B responses had a different spread than Survey A. Of the 39 responses two 

saw a decrease in Swimming days as the least preferred scenario, which was a decrease of one 

response compared to Survey A. Likewise, 10 responded that a decrease in Swimming days 

would be the most preferable overall also a decrease of one. Where in Survey A one person 

saw the lowering of Flood Mitigation as the least preferable scenario, in Survey B five people 

ranked it as the least preferable scenario. Conversely, where 13 participants ranked a decrease 

in Flood Mitigation as the most preferred scenario in Survey A, in Survey B only four ranked 

it as most preferred. River Health degradation was the least preferred scenario for 18 

participants in Survey A, 26 participants ranked it as least preferred in Survey B. A decrease 

in River Health was the most preferred for four participants in Survey A, and only the most 

preferred for two participants in Survey B. An increase in the cost to maintain Water Quality 

was the scenario 17 respondents ranked as least preferred in Survey A, however in Survey B 

only six participants saw it as the least preferred scenario. Meanwhile, 11 participants saw it as 

the most preferable scenario in Survey A, but that increased to 23 respondents seeing it as the 

most preferable scenario in Survey B.  

As seen in Table 7, the average standard deviation between group members greatly 

decreased after the deliberation session, with only Group 7 showing a minor increase in 

standard deviation. The average decrease across all groups was -0.37, with the largest decrease 

being in Group 3 which had a change of -1.05. 

Likewise, the Kendall coefficients increased for all but one group, which displayed no 

change. Two groups, Group 1 and Group 3 had a τ post Kendall coefficient of ‘1’ showing that 

across the group their ranks were exactly the same. The increase in Kendall coefficient toward 

the number 1 across all groups displays an increase in similarity between the group’s 

individual values and the deliberative score. The average increase in Kendall coefficient was 

0.41, with the greatest increase (an increase of 0.83) also occurring in Group 3.  

After deliberation, weights generally rose across all groups for all scenarios barring 

the worst Water Quality scenario (Fig. 19 and Table 10). Water Quality had a decrease in 

weight in all groups averaging -0.12 (Fig. 20). Meanwhile, Flood Mitigation had an increase 

in weight across all groups, averaging to be an increase of 0.06. Both Swimming and River 

Health had increases and decreases in average weight by the groups. However, Swimming 

averaged an overall increase of 0.02 in weight while Flood Mitigation rose an average of 0.03 

in weight across all groups.  
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Figure 19 After Deliberation Average Participant Weight of Scenario by Group 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Survey A Deliberation Survey B  Average 

Swimming 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.21 

Flood Mitigation 0.19 0.28 0.25 0.24 

River Health  0.33 0.38 0.36 0.36 

Water Quality  0.29 0.14 0.17 0.20 

Table 10 Average Group Weights At Different Elicitation Times  
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 The individual participants Survey B responses of Group 8 followed the overall trend 

of the groups as a whole (Fig. 21). Group 8’s individual postdeliberation average weights 

increased for Swimming just like the overall groups did. However, it actually increased more 

at the individual level of Group 8, with the average weight increasing by 0.05. Also like the 

overall group averages, Group 8’s individual averages for Water Quality decreased. However 

it decreased by much less than the overall groups, by only -0.02 rather than -0.12. The average 

individual postdeliberation weight in Group 8 for Flood Mitigation decreased just slightly (by 

-0.01) from the predeliberation weight which was less than the overall average of an increase 

of 0.06. The major difference between Group 8’s individual postdeliberation weights and the 

groups’ overall is that in Group 8 River Health’s weight decreased by 

 -0.03 while in the groups’ overall it increased by 0.04. Therefore in Survey B, Group 8 cared 

most about River Health, second most about Flood Mitigation, third most about Swimming, 

and cared least about Water Quality cost.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion  

Expectations Held 

By and by, many of the aforementioned expectations were held; all null hypotheses 

were rejected. H02, participants individual ranking values will not change after deliberation, 

was rejected as both standard deviations and Kendall rank coefficient correlations of 

participants’ rank values changed throughout the process. Values were expected to be spread 

out and thus have a high deviation during Survey A. This expectation was held and the 

responses had an average standard deviation of 0.96 across all groups, slightly higher than 

Murphy et al (2017) where the average standard deviation was 0.86.  After deliberation, the 

aggregated results of the second individual survey (Survey B) showed a decrease of 0.37 in 

standard deviation and therefore that the values were converging. This is a much greater 

convergence than in Murphy et al. (2017), which showed a decrease of only 0.19.  This was 

reaffirmed through the Kendall rank coefficient correlation scores, which rose after 
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deliberation. The average postdeliberation score was 0.63, and again scores closer to 1 reflect 

there is a similarity between ranked scores.  

Like the ranking data converging as expected, weights changed as well rendering the 

rejection of H03, participants individual rating values will not change after deliberation. The 

biggest change in weight was in Water Quality where it scored, on average, 0.12 less on 

Survey B than Survey A (Table 10). However, during deliberation the Water Quality weight 

was 0.16 less than on Survey A. This means that after deliberation, some people changed their 

points value closer to their Survey A responses than their deliberative responses. This shift 

away from the deliberative weights, albeit just slightly, also occurred for Flood Mitigation and 

River Health. The only scenario where the Survey B weight moved farther away from both the 

Survey A weight and Deliberative weight was the Swimming scenario.  

The most unexpected finding was regarding how participants valued the ecosystem 

services. To start, Q1 H0, participants will value all ecosystem services equally, was proven 

false. The assumption that participants would most care about the ecosystem services was the 

degree to which people valued River Health and Water Quality. Every single group placed 

River Health at the end of their ranked list (either a score of 5 or in Group 4’s case a tie with 

Water Quality at a score of 4). As the ‘non-use’ value in the scenarios, it was expected that it 

would be sacrificed for the use values early on. Yet every group reported that they would 

rather give the use values than the non-use values. It is important to note though that only 26 

of the 39 participants reported a decrease in River Health to be the least preferred scenario in 

Survey B (an additional five participants gave it the second least preferred spot), showing that 

though the groups ranked it least preferred some individuals did diverge in the 

postdeliberation survey. 

 Participants may have been saying they greatly valued River Health in the group 

setting as they saw it as more socially desirable, or that the others in the group would think 

better of them if they responded a certain way. This can be a problem in group situations, and 

therefore it may have influenced their responses away from their true feelings (Stodel, 2015). 

During deliberation participants discussed what the effects of low biodiversity would mean for 

the ecosystem overall and how it ‘should’ be kept in balance. Further, the participants were 

aware that this research was environmentally focused from the recruitment materials. 

Therefore, participants may have been influenced by social acceptability bias where they 

wanted to give the “right” answer or answer that would most please the researchers. However, 

River Health was the most preferred ecosystem service across all elicitation points which leads 

to speculation that it may have been participants’ true preference all along.  

 The expectation was that an increase in cost to maintain good water quality was going 

to be the least desired by participants.  However, that was very far from the case. Six of the 

eight groups ranked Scenario E Water Quality as ‘2’, meaning, they were most likely to pay 

more to maintain water quality if it meant keeping all other ecosystem services at their best 

levels. During the discussion it was observed that many participants averaged out the increase 

in cost to maintain water quality over the management horizon given (thus $776 over a 15 

year time frame) and deciding that the increase of ~$50/year was acceptable. Some 

participants brought up social justice, and how a monetary increase may not be feasible for all 

people. However it was observed that many participants agreed that it would be feasible for 

most people, and that the community would be able to help those who could not afford such a 

cost increase.  
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Broader Impacts 

 The values obtained after group deliberation were different than the values obtained 

from individuals. This reaffirms the findings of Murphy et al. (2017), which showed that the 

values acquired through group deliberation were not equal to the aggregating the individual 

preferences. Environmental policy is for society as a whole rather than each person as an 

individual, and these finding suggest that the values of the group are different than the 

aggregated values of individuals. Yet, current policy is based on the aggregated individual 

methods. This calls into question whether current methods are actually capturing society’s true 

values and therefore if the policies these methods are informing are actually based on what the 

society as a whole values. 

 If the current practice of aggregating individuals’ preferences is not capturing 

society’s values, it can lead to greater inefficiencies when making policy. By implementing 

policy that is not based on what society actually needs, it runs the risk of causing conflict 

within the society as citizens react to policy implementation. The longer policy 

implementation is drawn out, the more time, money, and resource intensive it becomes and 

therefore the more inefficient it is. On the other hand, as deliberative methods involve 

community discussion and dialogue it can lead to these issues being worked out before policy 

is implemented (Lennox et al. 2011; Mavrommati et al., 2017) therefore saving time, money, 

and other resources. Despite being more costly upfront, using deliberative methods of 

valuation may actually result in an overall savings after all. This suggests that when examining 

societal value problems, such as those concerning the environment, deliberative valuation 

methods may be the more efficient method to use.  

Error Sources 

Change Magnitude 

 An influencing factor on how participants valued, ranked, and rated the ecosystem 

services was magnitude of change between the ‘best case’ and ‘worst case’ scenarios and the 

magnitude of change between ecosystem services. In the Cocheco subwatershed, participants 

had to weigh a decrease of 39 Swimming Days against a 1.84% increase in Flood likelihood   

against a decrease in 9.94 EPT points, against an increase of $676 for Water Quality cost. The 

participants of the Lamprey subwatershed had to compare a 36 day decrease in Swimming 

Days, against 8.7% increase in Flood likelihood, against an EPT point drop of 9.94, against a 

Water Quality cost increase of $676. As the metrics of measurement do not align and the 

magnitude of change varies widely, this may have influenced the participants understanding of 

the ecosystem services.  

Professional Influence 

 One source of potential error was that the experts may have held more influence over 

the participants than the weight of the facts the experts were presenting. One expert presented 

three ecosystem services while the other expert presented only one. The presentations styles 

were very different between the two, and a key different was that the expert who presented 

only one ecosystem service used a video to help explain the ecosystem service. That 

ecosystem service was River Health. As River Health was the most preferred ecosystem 

service in this research across all elicitation points, it may have to do with this difference in 

presenting the information.   
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 The other way the professional team may have influenced the participants was 

through the group facilitator. Vargas et al. (2017) point out that facilitators play an important 

role in the deliberative setting, and that these individuals need to be impartial and 

nonintrusive. For the workshops, facilitators were equipped with a training manual and 

discussed in the days leading to up to the workshops how they were going to handle different 

issues. However, the individuals who were facilitating had no more formal facilitation training 

than that.  Though the experts and research team were always around during facilitation, a 

point was made to not interfere until assistance was asked for or it was deemed necessary.  

Inherent Bias 

 Still, there are some inherent biases that need to be discussed. As noted in Vatn 

(2009), Vargas et al. (2017), and Mavrommati et al. (2017), workshops are often plagued by 

the problems of representation and inclusiveness. Though extensive effort was made to ensure 

low sampling bias by recruiting from a representative sample through targeted mailings and 

comprehensive follow-up, there was an over representation of males over 50 as shown in 

Table 5. Also, participants were self-selecting and therefore not representative of the 

population as a whole creating self-selection bias. Despite this limitation, it is still the most 

appropriate for the experiment at hand (Mavrommati et al. 2017).  

Lessons 

Participant Recruitment 

 The most difficult part of this entire experiment was recruiting enough participants for 

the workshop. As documented in Morgan (1995), “Recruitment is the single most common 

source of failure” in focus groups, surveys, and workshops. The setup was particularly 

hindered as three of the workshop days were during the workweek. This would have made it 

very difficult for anyone who has a more ‘traditional’ schedule to be able to attend the 

workshops. However, interestingly enough, nearly the same number of participants came each 

day (11 on Thursday, 11 on Friday, 12 on Saturday, and 11 on Monday). So though it 

probably affected who could come, and thus influenced the biases in play, it may have less of 

an effect on total number of participants.  

 Most telling is the number of individuals who committed to coming versus how many 

actually came to the workshop. Morgan (1995) gives the guidelines of inviting 2 more people 

than the method calls for. However, given the experience of this work, that guideline needs to 

be updated. For workshop 1, 29 people had confirmed that they were attending. 11 actually 

did attend. Though slightly less drastic for the other days (workshop 2 confirmed 23, but 11 

came; workshop 3 confirmed 26 and had 12 attend; workshop 4 had 25 confirm and 11 

attend), it is still notable how few participants actually followed through. Overall, the research 

had roughly 44% attendance. This phenomenon was not seen in the work done by 

Mavrommati et al. (2016), which had a near 70% attendance rate. However other deliberative 

workshops have had a range of attendance including: 42% (Geleta et al., 2018), 50% USA 

(Griffin et al., 2015), and 83% (Lienhoop & Volker, 2016). Therefore the recruitment 

strategies need to be reexamined, or there needs to be increased planned over recruitment to 

ensure the number of participants for the deliberative method are present.  

 These workshops were designed to be six hours long, and were scheduled during the 

work week.  At a reimbursement rate of $100 with two meals equaling $25 (mileage is being 

excluded as the federal rate is set to cover wear and tear on car plus gasoline, not make a profit 
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(Harvey, n.d.)), this is about a $20.83 hourly rate.  Given that the average wage as of 2017 was 

between $21.03 and $24.02 in these areas (New Hampshire), attending these workshops could 

have resulted in lost wages. Six hours is a lot of time to ask from a person, particularly if they 

are unfamiliar with the concepts or the research in general. As the research focused on 

recruiting citizens at large rather than those who viewed themselves as stakeholders, it is likely 

many potential participants were unwilling to give their time as they did not fully understand 

what was being asked of them. Participants told researchers they did know what to expect 

coming into the workshops, and some thought that they were going into the field for the 

workshops!  

These opportunity costs and uncertainty were obviously high, and if doing this 

research over again strides should be made to lower them. One way to do that is to break up 

the workshop into a two evening affair: having the teaching portion and survey A one night 

and the deliberation and survey B the next night. Another suggestion is offer compensation 

that is closer to the hourly wage if the workshop is to be held during traditional work week 

hours. Finally, at the risk of sounding redundant, researchers need to keep communicating 

with potential participants about what participation entails (inside meeting, discussion with 

peers, ect.). Follow up letters, a brochure, even a follow up call could help individuals feel less 

uncertain and therefore more willing to participate.  

Workshop Design 

 In hindsight, the pretest workshop had some shortcomings. The pretest workshop for 

this workshop was held on October 6, 2017 while the watershed workshops were not held 

until late March 2018. Having the events so far apart led to some ‘rustiness’ in explaining and 

presenting, and made the first workshop in March feel more like a practice run than the real 

deal. Additionally, the pretest workshop was held with students as the watershed workshops 

were held with citizens of the Lamprey and Cocheco sub-watersheds. Though it was not 

anticipated for there to be a difference as the students were not familiar with the work or 

methods, there appeared to be a huge understanding gap between the pretest and the watershed 

workshops. There was more confusion among the citizen participants as to what they were to 

focus on during the expert presentations and much more confusion when it came to the 

Reverse Swing Weighting method as seen by the number of questions asked of the experts and 

the length of time it took to get participants to understand the material.  

 Additionally, by the second workshop it was clear that the methodology for collecting 

Survey B needed improvement. After the deliberation had concluded, and the ranks and point 

values of each scenario were recorded, the facilitator immediately handed out Survey B. This 

means participants were still seated within their deliberative groups when Survey B was 

distributed, which likely influenced the participants to respond in the same manner they had as 

a larger group. Participants would tell researchers “Hey, didn’t we just do this?” and “Well 

why wouldn’t I just put down what we all just agreed on?” Taking these comments into 

consideration, the methodology should have included a break after the deliberative task and 

additionally should have broken up the deliberative groups by bringing all the workshop 

participants together again before distributing Survey B.  

 Furthermore, despite best practices informing the decision to use the Reverse Swing 

Weighting method, it proved problematic in practice. It was observed that the cognitive 

burden appeared to be unduly high for participants; much higher than observed in the student 

pretest workshop. Though it appears all participants understood the task well enough to 

answer Survey A as the rank and point values correctly align, by Survey B some participants 
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were giving high point values to low ranked scenarios- the opposite of what the method calls 

for- despite having done the same thing in their deliberative groups. This was remedied by 

talking through Survey B with each respondent to ensure their written ranking and points 

given aligned with what they were thinking. This was by far the biggest complaint received 

during the workshops, and participants kept repeating how counter intuitive the Reverse 

Swing Weighting was. High cognitive burden and being overwhelmed with the elicitation task 

can cause participants to resort to satisficing where they do not put effort into the task or fully 

think out their responses (Krosnick, 1991). This was particularly observed in Group 7 when a 

participant cut into the deliberation and suggested wrapping up the discussion as he had just 

been invited to go hiking in the very area being discussed. Here it is obvious that the 

participant was more concerned with just finishing the task in order to leave than thoughtfully 

completing the task. As satisficing can lead to a decrease in response quality (Holbrook et al., 

2003), this suggests that extra effort needs to be made to ensure Reverse Swing Weighting is 

palatable to participants in order to ensure sound response quality.  

Conclusions 

 The resounding takeaway of this research is that people value ecosystem services 

differently in groups as they do individually. Postdeliberation responses showed lower 

standard deviations in rank than predeliberation responses (Table 7) and the Kendall rank 

correlations demonstrated that individual responses were more similar after deliberation than 

before it (Table 8). The average weights for the scenarios also changed through this process 

(Table 10), signaling that responses from participants can change depending on whether they 

are asked in a group or as individuals. Furthermore, this research has found the non-use 

ecosystem service River Health was what participants were the least likely to sacrifice for the 

other ecosystem services. Most groups, 75% of them, were most willing to pay more to ensure 

good Water Quality in order to not damage the other ecosystem services.  

Though this research is not a representative sample of the Cocheco and Lamprey sub-

watersheds, the findings can be used to give insight to how some members of these 

populations think and what they value.  Given the expense of surveying people (Berg et al., 

2016; Irvine et al., 2016; Mavrommati et al., 2017), let alone the massive undertaking 

deliberative style workshops such as this research has done , it is critical to use samples of the 

population to get a better idea of the values of the entire population as a whole. Discussion and 

deliberation help foster new, socially acceptable solutions to environmental problems based on 

the community’s values, even at a small scale may help to start that process.  

With the insight from this non-representative sample population, it appears that the 

best way to rectify the excess Nitrogen (N) problem in the Great Bay Estuary would be to 

frame the issue as affecting the overall health of the Estuary ecosystem and the health its small 

tributary streams. Participants, on average, valued River Health the most of all ecosystem 

services presented and therefore would likely respond best to management options that could 

be directly correlated to preserving biodiversity. This could take the form of regulating 

fertilizer application and justifying it as protecting oysters and fish that cannot live in algae 

filled waters. Or perhaps it is pushing for the wastewater treatment facility upgrades, given 

that most participants valued Water Quality cost the least, and showing how that will protect 

the ecosystem’s food webs. Finding a solution to the N problem in the Great Bay is not easy. 

However by providing communities the resources to come together and discuss what their 

values are, socially acceptable solutions can be built by the very people who will implement 

those future solutions.  
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Appendix A IRB Authorization 
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Appendix B Recruitment Flyer 
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Appendix C Recruitment Interview Script 

 
Q:INTRO 
"Hello, my name is            and I am calling from the University of New Hampshire. 
May I please speak with NAME? 
 
 IF NOT CORRECT REPONDENT, ASK TO SPEAK TO THAT PERSON. 
  
  1 RESPONDENT ON PHONE 
  2     RESPONDENT NOT AVAILABLE (SET APPOINTMENT) 
  3 RESPONDENT NO LONGER LIVING AT THIS NUMBER 
 
  99 REFUSED 
 
IF (ANSWER = 1) SKIPTO Q1 
IF (ANSWER = 2) CTRLEND 
IF (ANSWER = 3) SKIPTO CONVERT 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REFCON 
 
 
Q:REFCON 
“I understand your hesitation. Are there any questions that I could answer for you 
before you decide not to participate?" 
 
 ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS 
 
IF STILL NO:  
“Is there another member of your household who might be more interested in this 
research?” 
 
 1 YES, RESPONDENT WILL 
 2 SOMEONE ELSE IN HOUSEHOLD WILL 
 
 99 FINAL REFUSAL 
 
IF (ANSWER = 1) SKIPTO Q1 
IF (ANSWER = 2) SKIPTO INTRO2 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
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Q:CONVERT 
“Thank you for letting us know. It is possible you may qualify to participate in this 
study about the Great Bay conducted by the UNH, Dartmouth, and UMASS Boston.” 
 
“Would you be interested in hearing more about this study and answering three 
questions to see if you qualify?” 
 
IF STILL NO:  
“Is there another member of your household who might be more interested in this 
research?” 
 
 1 YES, RESPONDENT WILL 
 2 SOMEONE ELSE IN HOUSEHOLD WILL 
 
 99 FINAL REFUSAL 
 
IF (ANSWER = 1) SKIPTO Q1 
IF (ANSWER = 2) SKIPTO INTRO2 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
 
Q:INTRO2 
"Hello, my name is            and I am calling from the University of New Hampshire. We 
were told you might be interested in participating in a study about the Great Bay 
conducted by the UNHDartmouth, and UMASS Boston.” 
 
“Would you be interested in hearing more about this study and answering three 
questions to see if you qualify?” 
 
 1 YES, RESPONDENT WILL 
 
 99 FINAL REFUSAL 
 
IF (ANSWER = 1) SKIPTO Q1 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
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Q:Q1 
"As I mentioned, I am calling from the University of New Hampshire Survey Center. 
Today I am calling on behalf of the UNH, Dartmouth, and UMASS Boston to invite you 
to be a part of a research study on Great Bay." 
 
"Specifically, we would like to invite you to participate in a one day workshop. This 
workshop will be an informative and interactive session related to your local river 
and the Great Bay watershed. You will also be paid $100 for your time in the 
workshop, reimbursed for mileage, and provided breakfast and lunch.” 
 
“Would you be willing to participate in a workshop at the end of March?” 
 

1 YES 
2 MAYBE / DEPENDS  
3 NO / NOT INTERESTED 

 
99 HUNGUP 

 
IF (ANSWER = 1) SKIPTO TOWN 
IF (ANSWER = 2) SKIPTO TOWN 
IF (ANSWER = 3) SKIPTO REF1 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
 
 
Q:TOWN 
“I just have a few questions to see if you qualify. What TOWN do you live in?” 
 

1 Barrington (C, O, L) 
2 Candia (L) 
3 Deerfield (L) 
4 Dover (C, O) 
5 Durham (O, L) 
6 Epping (L) 
7 Exeter (L) 
8 Farmington (C) 
9 Fremont (L) 
10 Lee (O, L) 
11 Madbury (O) 
12 Middleton (C) 
13 Milton (C) 
14 New Durham (C) 
15 Newfields (L) 
16 Newmarket (L) 
17 Northwood (C, L) 

18 Nottingham (O, L) 
19 Raymond (L) 
20 Rochester (C) 
21 Rollinsford (C) 
22 Somersworth (C) 
23 Strafford (C) 

 
 24 NONE OF THESE 
TOWNS 
 99 REFUSED 
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IF (ANSWER = 24) SKIPTO REF2 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
Q:EDUC 
“What is the highest level of education you have completed?” 
 
 1 LESS THAN HS  
 2 HS (GED) OR MORE 
 
 99 REFUSED 
 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
 
Q:AGE 
“How old are you currently?” 
 

1 18 to 34 
2 35 to 50 
3 More than 50 
 

 99 REFUSED 
 

IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
 
Q:Q5 
“Are you more likely to use the upstream or the downstream part of the Great Bay 
watershed?” 
 
IF NEEDED:  
“The upstream part of Great Bay watershed is the farthest from the Bay and is mostly 
forestland that may have groundwater and small rivers as part of the watershed. The 
downstream part is the Bay and the areas closest to the Great Bay such as large rivers 
and the estuary.” 
 
“Uses can include groundwater feeding a well, enjoying the views, walking in 
forestland in the watershed area, or other water recreational activities.” 
 
 1 UPSTREAM 
 2 DOWNSTREAM 
 3 BOTH 
 4 NEITHER 
 
 99  REFUSED 
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IF (EDUC=1 or Q5 = 4) SKIPTO REF2 
IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO REF1 
OTHERWISE SKIPTO SELECT 
 
Q:REF1 
“Thank you for your time. Have a good day/evening.” 
 
CTRLEND 
 
Q:REF2 
“Thank you for your time, but unfortunately you do not qualify for this study. Have a 
good day/evening.” 
 
CTRLEND 
 

Q:SELECT 

“Great! It looks like you would be well qualified to participate in our workshop. Based 
on your location, the following are the available dates you can choose from. All 
workshops will be held from 9:00 am to 3:00pm on the University of New Hampshire 
campus and parking will be provided.” 

IF (TOWN = 1,4,8,12,13,14,17,20,21,22,23)SHOW “THURSDAY, MARCH 22” 

IF (TOWN = 1,4,8,12,13,14,17,20,21,22,23)SHOW “FRIDAY, MARCH 23” 

IF (TOWN = 1,2,3,5,6,7,9,10,15,16,17,18,19)SHOW “SATURDAY, MARCH 24” 

IF (TOWN = 1,2,3,5,6,7,9,10,15,16,17,18,19)SHOW “MONDAY, MARCH 26” 

 

 “Which date works best for your schedule?” 

 1 Thursday, March 22 

 2 Friday, March 23 

 3 Saturday, March 24 

 4 Monday, March 26 

 

 99 CANT DO ANY OF THE AVAILABLE DATES 

 

IF (ANSWER = 99) SKIPTO THANKS  
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Q:NAME 
“You will receive a confirmation letter with more information and directions to the 
location. You will also receive a reminder phone call before the group convenes. Can I 
get your name and address for this letter and the best phone number for a reminder 
call?” 
 
  Name (confirm correct name):   
  
  TYPE IN NAME AND PRESS 1 TO CONTINUE. 
 
Q:ADD 
  "YOUR ADDRESS" 
 
  TYPE IN STREET ADDRESS. 
 
Q:ADD2 
"TYPE IN CITY, STATE AND ZIPCODE" 
 
Q:BESTPH 
“TYPE IN BEST PHONE” 
 
Q:THANKS2 
"Thank you very much for your time and we truly appreciate your willingness to 
participate in our study. If you have no further questions, you should expect to 
receive more information soon in the mail." 
 
  PRESS '1' TO CONTINUE. 
 
Q:THANKS 
"Thank you very much for your time." 
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Appendix D Reverse Swing Weighting Explanation Presentation  
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 The next slide shown would correspond to which subwatershed the participants were 

from. The first one below listed as ‘A’ was for the Cocheco subwatershed, while the second 

one listed as ‘B’ was shown to the Lamprey subwatershed.  
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A) 

 

B) 
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Appendix E Practice Reverse Swing Weighting Questionnaire  
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Appendix F Research Questionnaire  

 

Full Name:  

Directions: Please follow the three steps listed below to complete the last two rows of 

table 1.  

Step 1. Rank the five alternatives from the most preferable (Rank 1) to the least 

preferable (Rank 5). We have already given scenario 1 the rank of 1. Assign a rank of 

2 to the second most preferable scenario for you, and so on. 

Hint: Which scenario is the next most preferable to you? Give the rank of 2. 

          Which scenario is the least preferable to you? Give the rank of 5.  

Step 2. Imagine 100 points is awarded to the scenario that fits all the desired criteria. 

This scenario would be ranked number 1. We have already assigned 100 points to this 

scenario (fittingly, scenario 1). Assign points to the remaining scenarios in accordance 

with how important they are relative to the top ranked one.  

Note: You should assign more points to the scenario ranked as number 2 compared to 

the state ranked as number 3.  

Step 3. Review your choices to make sure that they capture your preferences. Make 

sure that points you have assigned reflect the relative importance that you place on the 

ecosystem services. For example, if you assign 26 points to scenario 3 and 40 points 

to scenario 2 you are saying that Flood Control is relatively more important to Fish 

and Wildlife. 
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Scenario 1 is a hypothetical reference scenario where all ecosystem 

services are set to their best level. 

 

Scenario 2 corresponds to the hypothetical state where Flood Control, 

Fish and Wildlife, and Protection of Water Resources Fund are at their 

best levels and Swimming drops to its worst level. 

 

Scenario 3 corresponds to the hypothetical state where Swimming, Fish 

and Wildlife, and Protection of Water Resources Fund are at their best 

levels and Flood Control drops to its worst level. 

 

Scenario 4 corresponds to the hypothetical state where Swimming, Flood 

Control, and Protection of Water Resources Fund are at their best levels 

and Fish and Wildlife drops to its worst level. 

 

Scenario 5 corresponds to the hypothetical state where Swimming, Flood 

Control, and Fish and Wildlife are at their best levels and Water Quality 

drops to its worst level. 
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